PLANNER—GREEN
Greens build an atmosphere of freedom of thought!

…..Cool…..
…..Calm…..
…..Collected…..

Examples of Greens: Thomas Edison, Albert Einstein, Thomas Jefferson, Gregory
House (House), Steve Jobs (CEO of Apple and Pixar)

If you are a PLANNER, you usually enjoy planning new and better
ways of doing things. You make sure that you consider every
angle before making an important decision. You admire the
pursuit of perfections. You respect knowledge and are a thinker by
nature. You believe life should proceed in a logical manner.
Causes are more important to you than effects. You believe in
budgeting time or money, and you try to analyze and understand
the inner workings of people and of nature. You are a person of
reason and wisdom. You often try to predict what is going to
happen in order to be ready for it.
You live life by your own standards. You want explanations and
answers. You are logical, and you are also fair. You value
intelligence, justice, and insight. You like to dream and think
about the way things could be. You are a visionary and a problem
solver.
You focus on the big picture rather than on the details. You love
to get new ideas, but you often get bored with all the steps needed
to make them happen.
You often act more mature than your age, and you like to focus
your energy on your greatest interests. At school, you do best in
subjects that are mentally challenging. You don’t like drill and
practice activities, and you often question authority. You need to
respect teachers before you can learn from them. You learn well
from films and through independent projects.
Planner Vocabulary
Intellectual
Idea people
Philosophical
Complex
Perfectionist

Visionary
Explores before making
Futurist
decisions
Cautious
Thinks of new and better
Unusual
ways of doing things
Needs independence

